
Homework for Benchmark Students: SC111 

You will be taking a Benchmark Exam at the beginning of each section.  Check your syllabus for
specific days, but they are on the first day of class, after every Lomax and Common Exam and
between the two Common Exams.

If you do Very Well ($85) on the Benchmark Exam, you need not do homework for that part.  You
will get full credit for both WebAssign and Drill homework corresponding to that particular
Benchmark Exam.  Prudent students, however, will feel compelled to look over the WebAssign
homework, vide infra, as it is a gold-mine for potential exam questions.

If you do Well (85 > grade $ 70), your assignment is to finish the WebAssign homework.  You
will access this on the web at http://webassign.net/student.html. .   These are challenge problems
that should give you the edge to improve your overall score.  You will get full credit for Drill
Homework corresponding to that particular Benchmark Exam.

If you have difficulty on the Benchmark Exam (70 > grade), you will have to finish and hand in
Drill Homework as well as  finish the WebAssign homework.  The drill problems will hopefully
help you gain confidence and proficiency.  Also, you should use these as first indicators of when
you need assistance.  I encourage all that want help to come for E.I., especially those that need
help on the Drill Homework.  Judicious use of E.I. at the time you need it (don’t wait to fix the
problem) is one common trait of successful Midshipmen.  

All WebAssign Problems are taken or pattern closely on the Exercises at the end of each Chapter
in Brown, LeMay and Bursten (BLB) and the references to the exercises are given.  The Drill
Homework will be from the Student’s Guide by Hill (SG; a thick paperback book you have been
issued).  

Many people find the Student’s Guide a better study tool than the text because it tends to get to the
heart of the matter more quickly.  At the end of each chapter there is a section titled: “Self-Test
Questions”.  At the beginning of each Self-Test are True/False Questions with the heading: “Key
Terms”; you are to do all of these T/F questions.  In the main text book, just before Exercises, you
will find all the “Key Terms” defined in the “Summary and Key Terms” section.  Example: Ch. 3
in the textbook, “Summary and Key Terms” is found on pp. 94-95 and the Key Terms  are in bold-
face.  In Ch. 3 of the Student’s Guide, p. 44, you will find problems 3.1-3.19 are true/false
questions linked to the “Key Terms” which here are given in italics.   Is that complicated enough? 
Well once you see it, it makes sense.  Just remember to do all Key Terms T/F questions in addition
to the ones listed below if you are to do drill problems.  The due dates are listed on the syllabus. 



Chapter WebAssign BLB References SG Drill Homework Problems †

1 1.15, .22, .23, .49, .59, .70 1.35, .39, .42, .46, .49, .55 

2 2.12, .25, .30, .32, .36, .40, 2.34, .41, .45, .47, .49, .56, .58, .61, .63
2.42, .44, .48 

3 3.14, .22, .34, .54, .64, .74, 3.20, .21, .25, .27, .31, .37, .41, .41, .42, .44
3.78, .88, .102 

4 4.8,.10, .13, .20, .24, .38,  4.35, .37, .39, .45, .47, .49, .50, .61, .66, .68
4.40, .44, .54, .60

5 5.4, .16, .28, .38, .42, .62,  5.37, 5.40, .44, .45, .48, .50, .53, .55, .56, 
5.66, .67, .86 .61, .62

6 6.8, .16, .36, .69, .74 and 6.40, .44, .48, .52, .53, .54, .57, .61, .62, .63, 
one other .72, .73, .75, .77

7 7.13, .16, .24, and two others 7.15, .17, .22, .24, .25, .30, .33, .41, .46

8 TBD 8.28, .30, .36, .38, .39, .40, .48, .49, .50, .57

9 TBD 9.32, .35, .40, .42, .47, .50, .53

 10 10.3, .10, .16, .18, .20, .38, .46, 10.26, .29, .31, .33, .41, .45, .47, .50
10.50, .66, .78, 84 and two others. 

†Read all key term statements do all True/False in every chapter.  


